
TIU’s Guide
to Halal & Indian Dining & Markets

Halal Dining in Kawagoe

The main campus of Tokyo International University is located in 
Kasumigaseki, Saitama which is just two train stops from Kawagoe 
Station. Kawagoe is one of the largest districts in Saitama, and has a 
large variety of entertainment, shopping, 
and dining options. Thus, it is the ideal 
atmosphere with a healthy balance of 
study and fun. The internationality in and 
around campus helps students feel at around campus helps students feel at 
home in a new country.

Kamana
This Indian restaurant has 
Halal-friendly meat, vegetarian 
options and an English menu 
with Indian food styles from 
both the north and the south.  
                
Phone:  049-246-7899           
Address:Address: 15-20 Wakitahoncho  
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Kousushi
Established in 1878, this is 
one of the first Japanese 
restaurants to serve a fully 
Halal menu. There is also a 
prayer space available.     
              
Phone:  049-224-0333           
Address:Address: 1-13-7 Motomachi,   
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Nazar Kebab
Completely own and run by 
Muslims, this famous kebab 
stand has opened a fast-food 
shop in Kawagoe. Naturally, 
all food is Halal friendly.     
                
Phone:  090-8517-9645           
Address:Address: 1-19 Shintomicho,   
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Te'PAN Le OMUS
With sizzling Teppanyaki at its 
core, this bustling Japanese 
restaurant has Halal meat on 
the menu, and its own prayer 
space. No vegetarian options. 
               
Phone:  049-298-6377           
Address:Address: 8-11, Saiwaicho,    
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Spice Kitchen
This Indian cuisine is prepared 
and operated by Muslim staff. 
The menu is complete with 
authentic vegetarian and Halal 
options that are sure to please. 
               
Phone:  049-226-7688           
Address:Address: 1-18-6 Matsuecho,   
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Halal Dining in Ikebukuro

Javan
The flavor of authentic Iranian 
cuisine derives from a mixture of 
fruits and spices that date back 
to the Sasanian Empire. It is 
owned and operated by Muslims, 
so the menu is halal friendly with 
vegetarian dishes as well.     
                                
Phone:  03-6903-6922           
Address: 1-35-6 Kamiikebukuro,          
      Toshima, Tokyo

Marhaba
Experience traditional Pakistani 
cuisine through the halal and 
vegetarian dishes prepared by 
Muslim chefs. With basmati rice 
at the core, the chicken Biryani 
is a must-try, though alcohol is 
not served at this establishment. 
                                    
Phone:  03-3987-1031           
Address: 2-63-6 Ikebukuro,    
      Toshima, Tokyo

Minokichi
Kyoto is the theme of attraction 
at this location in the Tobu mall. 
There is no better chance to try 
traditional Japanese cuisine for 
Muslim guests, as they are fully 
Halal certified and have a prayer 
space. No alcohol is served.    
                              
Phone:  03-3980-8855           
Location: Spice Ikebukuro Tobu  
      Bldg., Nishiikebukuro

Nahar Kebab
Want something quick, cheap, and 
tasty? Look no further! Located 
next to Sunshine City, the future 
location of TIU’s international 
campus, this Turkish food purveyor 
is run and owned by Muslims and 
all meat used is Halal friendly.    
                              
Phone:  03-5952-1313           
Address: 1-13-12 Higashiikebukuro, 
      Toshima, Tokyo

Palmyra
Belly dancers liven the atmosphere 
of this Arabian themed, Muslim 
managed, Halal certified restaurant 
every Friday from 8:00pm. Spice 
up your weekend with recipes 
sprawling across Lebanon and 
Syria. Prayer space is available.   
                              
Phone:  03-3981-8293           
Address: 2-58-8 Ikebukuro (2F),  
      Toshima, Tokyo

Turkuaz
A short walk from exit 1B of 
Ikebukuro Station, this Turkish 
restaurant is equipped with 
Muslim chefs and owners, so 
the Halal and vegetarian cuisine 
comes paired with great variety, 
quality, and authenticity.     
                                
Phone:  03-3985-0736           
Address: 3-27-15 Nishiikebukuro,  
      Toshima-ku, Tokyo

Malaychan 1 (Satu)
While location 2 is not Halal-friendly, 
the Satu branch sports a pork-free 
menu that will dazzle you. The 
Japanese owner frequents Malaysia 
to bring back authentic ingredients, 
and vows that Malaychan Sauce is 
as indispensable as miso soup!    
                              
Phone:  03-5391-7638           
Address: 3-22-6 Nishiikebukuro,  
      Toshima-ku, Tokyo

Ikebukuro is well known as one of the busiest major hubs of the 
greater Tokyo metropolitan area. In 2023, TIU will be opening a new 
international campus directly across from Sunshine City, a major 
shopping center and nearby most of 
the Halal restaurants mentioned in this 
section. Already being a highly diverse 
portion of Tokyo, TIU will surely bring 
a whole new layer of internationality to a whole new layer of internationality to 
the local region. Students enrolling as 
soon as 2020 will be harnessing the 
benefits prior to graduation.

Contact
E-Track Planning Department, Tokyo International University
4-23-23 Takadanobaba, Shinjuku, Tokyo, 169-0075, Japan
Tel: +81-3-3362-9644   Fax:  +81-3-3362-9643
E-mail: etrack-planning@tiu.ac.jp  Web: www.tiu.ac.jp/etrack/

Campus
Campus 1: 1-13-1 Matoba-kita, Kawagoe, Saitama, 350-1197Campus 1: 1-13-1 Matoba-kita, Kawagoe, Saitama, 350-1197
Campus 2: 2509 Matoba, Kawagoe, Saitama, 350-1198
Sakado Campus: 81-1 Yokkaichiba, Sakado, Saitama, 350-0245

Online Halal Food Stores with Free Delivery to TIU!

Sonali Halal Food
Phone   : 03-5993-4993 / 090-6019-1078  
Shipping : 7,000+ yen is free!   
Address  : 1-13-5-101 Kamijujo,       
      Kita-ku, Tokyo     
Website   : www.onlinehalalfood.com 

Azhar Halal Foods Japan
Phone   : 092-651-4303 / 080-3223-3004 
Shipping : 10,000+ yen is free!   
Address  : 3-36-31-107 Hakozaki,     
      Higashi-ku, Fukuoka    
Website   : https://mall.azhar.jp 
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Indian Dining at TIU

Indian & Halal Markets Near TIU

Indian Dining Near TIU
A quick walk from campus! Within 5 km of campus!

Within 10 minutes on the train!

Online Indian Food Stores with Free Delivery to TIU (8,000+ Yen)!

Jaipur Kitchen
All of the chefs in this restaurant are 
from India, and they deliver authentic 
Indian and Tandoori cuisine at an 
affordable price. Only an 8-minute 
walk from Kawagoe Station.      
                  
Phone  : 049-222-7558           
Address:Address: 2-7-5 Shintomi Chou     
      Kawagoe, Saitama

New Maharaja
This restaurant sports an ethnic, 
moody atmosphere and crispy, gooey 
Naan that will melt in your mouth. 32 
different spices harmonize this cuisine 
with true Indian flavor.          
                  
Phone  : 049-225-9909           
Address:Address: 730-4 Matsugo,       
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Dana Pani
Right next to Westa Kawagoe, this is a 
great place to swoop into after a busy 
day of shopping. With all you can eat 
Naan and rice at under 1,000 yen for a 
set, you can’t go wrong!         
                  
Phone  : 049-249-6320          
Address:Address: 1-18-9 Arajukucho,          
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Pokhara
Jazz and Bossa nova music pours out 
of Bose speakers to add an extra 
veneer of class to this Indian cuisine. 
The curry is bar none at just a short 
walk from Kawagoe-shi station!    
                  
Phone  : 049-226-3255           
Address:Address: 2-14-12 Nakaharamachi,  
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Hindi
Known for its wide variety of Nan, 
word quickly spread amongst locals to 
spike its popularity. The cheese Naan 
is a must-have, and with chefs straight 
from India, it screams authenticity!   
                  
Phone  : 049-247-6861           
Address:Address: 14-2 Wakitashinmachi,    
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Royal Kitchen
Slightly off the beaten path, a short 
walk from Shingashi Station, this place 
is perfect for a quiet day out. A set is 
under 900 yen, and includes two types 
of curry, Tandoori chicken, and Naan!  
                  
Phone  : 049-241-5830          
Address:Address: 939-36 Suna,              
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Asoka

This ever expanding chain of restaurants is a 
part of a larger organization that ranges from 
translation and interpretation to ingredients 
and catering services. This restaurant, being 
located directly across the street from TIU’s 
Campus 1, provides special prices that are 
affordable for students with set meals starting 
at just ~5 USD that have made this a popular at just ~5 USD that have made this a popular 
place to gather after class for our Indian 
students. In addition, they provide facilities 
that TIU international students can utilize for 
cultural gatherings or celebrations completely 
free of charge located just outside of Hon 
Kawagoe Station (~10 min from campus). 
This organization is excited to contribute to This organization is excited to contribute to 
the growth of the international community.

Phone: 049-233-5552

Juntara

Phone: 049-234-2052

People are known to travel from the inner city 
for the Juntara experience. Reputed for the 
volume of food paired with sets and selection 
of Naan, the variety and quality of food served 
is top notch. Being located just a 3-minute 
walk from TIU’s Campus 1, it is a convenient 
and frequented dining option for students and 
faculty alike. This eatery is owned by Indians, faculty alike. This eatery is owned by Indians, 
so the ingredients and taste are authentic. 
This establishment originated in 2005, and the 
newest owners from Delhi took the reigns in 
2010. The interior is spacious with decor from 
India and a quiet atmosphere. Lunch sets are 
light with one curry choice, and dinner sets 
are voluptuous with two curry selections. are voluptuous with two curry selections. 
Their cheese Naan is a must-try!

Namaste Nippon

Phone: 050-3469-0352

This restaurant upholds an international fusion 
of flavors from Nepal, India, and South Asia. 
Originally from Nepal, the owners migrated to 
Japan in 2005. Japanese language was 
imperative for opening a business in Japan, 
so the owner studied Japanese intensively for 
the first couple years before starting the 
restaurant in Kasumigaseki, and now they are restaurant in Kasumigaseki, and now they are 
expanding to new locations. All of the chefs 
are from India to deliver authenticity. The main 
draw of attraction to this establishment are 
the sheer number of curry flavors and styles 
available. With 19 different types to choose 
from, guests can experience flavors from all 
across India, and a variety of cultural snacks across India, and a variety of cultural snacks 
from South Asia.

Brasserie AXTY
Phone   : 049-287-9191       
Station   : Tsurugashima (15-min walk)  
From TIU : 2.7 km (8-min drive)     
Address  : 1-1-12 Matsugaoka,     
      Tsurugashima, Saitama

Hansu
Phone   : 049-286-5657       
Station   : Tsurugashima (3-min walk)  
From TIU : 3.1 km (11-min drive)    
Address   : 5-1 Kamihiroya,      
      Tsurugashima, Saitama

Namaste India
Phone    : 049-246-6778      
Station    : Kawagoeshi (15-min walk)  
From TIU : 3.7 km (12-min drive)    
Address  : 32-60 Kaminodamachi,   
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Anuska
Phone   : 049-231-7767       
Station   : Tsurugashima (7-min walk)  
From TIU : 2.8 km (9-min drive)     
Address   : 12-27 Kujirai Shinden,    
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Kalika
Phone   : 049-298-5214       
Station   : Kawagoeshi (3-min walk)  
From TIU : 4.5 km (15-min drive)    
Address   : 1-6-3 Rokkenmachi,     
      Kawagoe, Saitama

New Puja
Phone   : 049-226-0424       
Station   : Tsurugashima (20-min walk)  
From TIU : 2 km (9-min drive)    
Address   : 16-10 Renjakucho,     
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Spice Garden
Phone   : 049-226-0424       
Station   : Tsurugashima (20-min walk)  
From TIU : 2 km (9-min drive)    
Address   : 16-10 Renjakucho,     
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Tara
Phone   : 049-249-7002       
Station   : Minami Otsuka (16-min walk) 
From TIU : 4.7 km (14-min drive)    
Address   : 103-1 Yamashiro,      
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Asoka Spices

Located in the shopping arcade directly in 
front of Kasumigaseki Station, this Market 
has a vast array of goods that have been 
directly imported from India and some Halal 
ingredients too. Spices are arranged on 
shelves stacked to the ceiling in a flurry of 
colors. They also ship ingredients directly to 
you! Just a few steps away from TIU’s you! Just a few steps away from TIU’s 
campus, this store is a testament to the 
internationality of the area, and a huge help 
for South Asian students to feel at home.  
                
Phone:  049-232-2771         
Address: 1-13-15 Kasumigaseki Higashi,  
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Rogers

With 12 locations across Tokyo, this discount 
superstore has everything you need for life in 
one stop. From household appliances to 
cooking ingredients, this store has everything 
you need at the lowest prices. Just a few 
blocks from Kawagoe Station, the store 
closest to TIU also supplies Halal, Middle 
Eastern, and South Asian cooking ingredients Eastern, and South Asian cooking ingredients 
and foods. However, this is not a specialty 
store, so stocked items may differ from 
season to season.            
                
Phone:  049-241-1234         
Address: 11-11 Wakitashinmachi,     
      Kawagoe, Saitama

Hasel Foods

While not located in Kawagoe, this large 
Turkish wholesale market is just 15 minutes 
away on the train making it still very easily 
accessible. There is a plethora of Halal and 
other middle-eastern ingredients and foods 
available at a reasonable price. Even though it 
is primarily an online supermarket, catering for 
events and bulk orders are also supported. events and bulk orders are also supported. 
TIU students can order ingredients for 
cooking sent directly to their dorms or homes. 
                
Website :  www.haselfoods.co.jp   
Phone :  04-2941-3730        
Address :  717-1, Aoyagi,        
       Sayama, Saitama

Indo Bazaar
Phone   : 03-5744-7834       
WhatsApp  : 090-6043-7125    
E-mail  : mail@indobazaar.com    
Website   : www.indobazaar.com    
Station  : JR Kamata (East Exit)

Star Indo Grocery
Phone : 03-5812-2980        
Website : http://starindojapan.com    
Station : JR Okachimachi (South 2)   
Address : 4-19-5 1F, Taito,       
     Taito-ku, Tokyo
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